Kansas City is home to a very supportive Middle Eastern community. This reference guide is meant to highlight opportunities to find and build community in our region. While not comprehensive, this serves as a great starting point. We hope you feel at home here, and encourage you to explore these available resources, amenities and opportunities.

There are 17,134 people in the Middle Eastern community in the KC MSA. The Middle Eastern community is one of the largest communities in KC.

(Source: U.S. Census, 2019)

Local Organizations:

Muslim American Society - Kansas City
Islamic Society of Greater Kansas City
Masjids in KC area
Jewish Federation of Greater Kansas City
Jewish Community Center of Greater Kansas City
Persian Community of Greater Kansas City
Iranian Community of Kansas City
Turkish-American Association of Greater Kansas City
Taste of Home:

Explore | Area Halal meat markets & groceries

Vaad HaKashruth of Kansas City | Offers a listing of kosher grocery stores and restaurants

Arabic Kitchen | 100% homemade, halal with many choices

Jubaland Cafe | Small eatery serving East African halal fare with the best Sambusa

Jerusalem Cafe | Three locations around the KC area with an energizing atmosphere

KC offers a large number of diverse religious and spiritual communities. Whatever your denomination or affiliation, you are sure to find a community that offers fellowship, friendship and the opportunity to worship.